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ABSTRACT 
Creating SEND (or SDTM) data often involves multiple data stakeholders (CRO, LABs, and Pharma Company) 
which requires clear and understandable data specifications. This paper demonstrates a set of define.xml tools 
developed for a customer (Pharma Company). The tools create and compare define.xml and are used to 
specify what data to receive, description of the actual data received and a way to compare the two. The tools 
are developed using SAS® 9.4 and SAS Clinical Standards Toolkit (CST) 1.7. The paper will provide an 
overview of how the define.xml tools are used in a SEND data process. The three define.xml tools will be 
described and demonstrated. To support the maintenance of the CDISC data standards and the CDISC 
controlled terminology, two tools have been developed to update the SAS Clinical Toolkit’s Global Library of 
standards. These will also be described and demonstrated.  

INTRODUCTION 
Define.xml is often a file that is made before data is submitted to the Regulatory Agencies and intended for the 
data reviewer. However, Define.xml can be used throughout the data collection and reporting process as a tool 
to: 

- Provide specifications to a data provider, e.g. lab or CRO 

- Provide ability to compare received data against specified  

- Provide data description for internal users of the data, e.g. Data Reviewers and Statisticians 

- Data archiving, serving as a ‘table of contents’ of a company’s data 

The tools described and demonstrated in this paper has been developed for a customer to support a SEND 
data process, but the tools are also applicable for SDTM. 

 

There are three (3) define tools: 

- Spec-driven define 

Based on (Excel) specification for domains, variables, controlled terminology (study/sponsor specific) 
and value-level metadata, a define.xml is created and a set of empty SEND/SDTM data sets. Only 
metadata is used and no study (patient/animal) data records are needed. 

 

- Data-driven define 

Based on xpt files containing study data a define.xml is created. Reading the content of the data it 
creates the code lists (and subset code lists) and value-level metadata (VLMD). Additional VLMD can 
be added using Excel (template).  

 

- Compare define 

Reads two define files and compares them on different levels, e.g. domains, variables, code lists, 
VLMD and provides the differences in a report. 

 

To support the maintenance of the CDISC data standards and the controlled terminology two (2) tools have 
been developed: 

- Register new controlled terminology from NCI/CDISC 

Based on the odm.xml file which can be downloaded from the NCI homepage, a new controlled 
terminology can be registered in the SAS CST Global Library (cstGlobalLibrary). This serves as the 
‘master’ for controlled terminology and, code lists not specified in the study/sponsor specific, is drawn 
from this master when creating the spec-driven define.xml. 

 

- Register a new data model 

Based on the (Excel) specification either from CDISC SHARE or a customized version of it (made by 
the customer) the model is registered in the SAS CST Global Library. This then serves as the master 
reference for the model used for a study.  

  

In the following an overall process for using the tools will be described focusing on the SEND process. Then 
each of the tools will be described and demonstrated (screen shots). The tools have been developed using SAS 
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9.4 and SAS Clinical Standards Toolkit 1.7. The simple user interface (UI) is made using %WINDOW and 
%DISPLAY, which are standard functionalities in BASE SAS. 

HIGH-LEVEL SEND DEFINE.XML PROCESS 
Typically, a pre-clinical study is described in a study plan (protocol) which is sent to the CRO along with a set 
of data delivery agreements for them to conduct the study. Additional sub-laboratories can be involved in 
analyzing samples for the SEND data but the CRO will need all the results since they will deliver a study report 
of the SEND data to the pharmaceutical company.  

 

The pharmaceutical company will send all their studies (including SEND data) to the FDA and the company 
needs to ensure consistency across the studies and that the studies follow the standards communicated in the 
Standardization Plan communicated to the FDA. To fulfill this requirement, the company typically defines a 
SEND master model that each of the studies must adhere to. 

 

To ensure that the CRO follows the master model, the pharmaceutical company will send a (spec-driven) 
define.xml for the study to the CRO. The CRO delivers SEND data and a define.xml (CRO define.xml) or the 
pharmaceutical company makes one (data-driven) based on the data received, and compares the spec-driven 
against the data-driven (or the CRO define.xml) and gets a report of any differences. This process can occur for 
each data delivery agreed with the CRO and issues can be identified early in the study conduct phase, see 
Figure 1. 

 

 

Figure 1 Define.xml high-level process 

CREATING AND COMPARING DEFINE.XML 
The creation of the define files (spec- and data-driven and compare) are based on the sample programs in the 
SAS Clinical Standards Toolkit sample library. These macros have been wrapped into a main-macro for each 
of the define file tools. 

 

SPEC-DRIVEN DEFINE FILE 

The spec-driven define will be based on an Excel-input file representing the tables(domains) and columns of the 
model used for the study, see Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 Model specification file for Spec-driven define file 

 

A template has been made from the master model (see page 9 for description of master model). The user then 
deletes the domains not being used for the study, as well as the columns in the two tabs. Since this can be a 
tedious task, templates for typical study designs or products could be made. The specification file is stored in a 
pre-defined place in the study folder hierarchy and must have a specified name. This was made to limit the 
number of parameters in the main macro. 

 

Controlled terminology is by default read from the registered terminology in the cstGlobalLibrary of the SAS 
CST Toolkit. If the study is only using a subset of the terminology, e.g. country is limited to only a couple of 
countries, then the study specific terminology specification will specify this, see Figure 3. 

 

 
 

Figure 3 Controlled terminology specification file for Spec-driven define file 

 

Next step is to set the relevant parameters for the study in a parameter file called studyparms.sas: 
*This file contains settings of study specific parameters; 

 

*Below are the study specific parameters. These should be changed to fit the 

specific study before any programs are executed; 

 

*The name of the study, e.g. %let studyname=117002CRO. To be used in the header 

of the define file.; 

%let studyname=117002; **<------ user input; 

 

*Folder path to the study. ROOT is set as part of your system parameters; 

*%let studyroot=&root\&studyname\10_SAS;  

%let studyroot=&root\Study\10_SAS;  

 

*The internal version of the SEND standard (in cstGlobalLibrary). 

E.g. %let standardver=3.0 if the ordinary SEND standard is used or 

%let standardver=3.0-_1.0 which could be the Company version 1.0 of the SEND 3.0 

version.  

Naming should be consistent with what is registered in the CST Global library. 

; 

*%let standard_ver=3.0-1.0; **<------ user input; 

%let standard_ver=3.0-1.0-2.0; 

 

*The version used on the header of the define.xml. It must be one of the official 

versions to avoid error in define validation.; 

%let reportversion=3.0; **<------ user input; 

 

*The version of the Controlled terminology to be used; 

%let CTDate=201606;**<------ user input; 

 

*Short description of the study; 

%let studydescription=Specification 117002CRO;**<------ user input; 

 

*A short description of the protocol; 

%let protocolname=Tox evaluation of drug 117002; **<------ user input; 

 

*The version of the study; 
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%let studyversion=1.0;**<------ user input; 

 

Finally, the main macro is executed: 

 
*includes the standard parameters; 

%include "%program_path_v01()\..\..\study_parms.sas"; 

 

*executes the create-define_v01_spec; 

%create_define_v01_spec; 

 

The spec-driven define.xml is created, see Figure 4. 

 

 
Figure 4 Extract of Spec-driven define.xml 

 

Supporting documents (sdrg.pdf) and specification of additional metadata, including value level metadata, is 
done in the ValueLevelMetaData.xls sheet, see page 5. Note that for SEND studies no CRF is created and 
hence this solution does not include a CRF reference and hyper-linking in the define.xml. 

 

Since different CROs can contribute with a subset of the domains, the spec-driven define-xml can be tailored to 
fit the domains to be delivered by a certain CRO. 

 

DATA-DRIVEN DEFINE FILE 

The approach for the data-driven define.xml is similar, only this only requires the data (the xpt files), the 
ValueLevelMetaData.xls sheet and the sdrg.pdf. 

 

The study_parms.sas file is the same as for the spec-driven define.xml. The xpt-files are placed in the input 
folder, the supporting documents are placed in the output folder, and the main macro is called: 

 
%include "%program_path_v01()\..\..\study_parms.sas"; 

%create_define_v01_study; 

 

The data-driven define.xml is created based on the data in the input folder, see Figure 5. 
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Figure 5 Input and output of data-driven define.xml 

 

The macro also checks terminology used in the data against the CDISC controlled terminology version 
specified in the study_parms.sas file. If invalid codes are being used, a report is produced, see Figure 6. 

 

 
Figure 6 Report of in-valid codes in data 

 

These codes can then be added as sponsor-defined codes in the ValueLevelMetaData.xls sheet, if the code is 
accepted, see Section below. 

 

VALUE LEVEL METADATA AND SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS 

The SAS Clinical Standards Toolkit is creating the define.xml based on a set of SAS datasets, see Figure 7. 

 

 
Figure 7 Source Metadata Dataset for define.xml 

 

The ValueLevelMetadata.xls sheet will allow the user to add rows and cell information to these metadata 
datasets before the define.xml is created, see Figure 8. The source_study dataset is populated based on the 
parameters set in the study_parms.sas file. 
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Figure 8 User input in ValueLevelMetadata.xls – source_tables, _values, and _codelists example 

 

The main macro for the data-driven define.xml also adds information automatically based on the data, e.g. sub-
setting code lists, based on observed data and providing VLMD for SUPP domains. 

 

COMAPRE DEFINE REPORT 

The compare macro reads in two define.xml (‘Base’ and ‘Compare’). It uses SAS xml.map (SAs XML-mapper 
tool) to convert the files into SAS datasets, see Figure 9. 
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Figure 9 SAS datasets representing define.xml 

 

The macro is executed the following way: 

 

*includes the standard parameters; 

%include "%program_path_v01()\..\..\study_parms.sas"; 

 

/*change specdriven define file name*/ 

%let BASE_DEFINE1 = 

&studyroot\03_Define\01_Spec_driven\02_output\spec_define_2016-05-02T13-54.xml; 

 

/*change data driven define file name*/ 

%let COMP_DEFINE1 = 

&studyroot\03_Define\02_data_driven\02_output\data_define_2016-05-02T14-06.xml; 

 

/*location of the comparison output*/ 

%let RESULT_LOC1=&studyroot\03_Define\03_Compare;  

 

*executes the create-define_v01_spec; 

%compare_define_v01( 

      BASE_DEFINE=&BASE_DEFINE1 

,  COMP_DEFINE=&COMP_DEFINE1 

, BASE_std=CDISC_SEND 

, stdvers=&standard_ver 

, RESULT_LOC=&RESULT_LOC1 

); 

 

The following is compared using some of the datasets in Figure 9:  

 

Table compared Variables compared 

Study OID 
Studyname 
Protocolname 
StudyDescription 

Metadataversion OID 
Name 
DefineVersion 

ItemGroupDefs OID 
Name 
Repeating 
TranslatedText 
Class 

ValueListItemRefs OID 
ItemOID 
OrderNumber 
Mandatory 

ItemDefs OID 
Name 
DataType 
Length 
Comment 

TranslatedText 

Codelists OID 
Name 
DataType 

CodelistItems CodedValue 

TranslatedText See description below 

Valuelists 
ValueListItemrefs 

OID 

 

The output is provided in an html report. The beginning of the report compares basic information from the two 
studies, such as file type, study name and protocol name among other things. This information comes from the 
STUDY and METADATAVERSION tables. The rest of the output html document is divided into 8 additional 
sections, where each section in general comprises smaller reports on one specific table from the list above. The 
TranslatedText table, which contains information about multiple tables is divided into the relevant sections 
where the corresponding table is analyzed. See Figure 10 for examples of the report output. 
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Figure 10 Extract from compare define report 

 

MANAGING THE MODEL AND CONTROLLED TERMINOLOGY 
In addition to a library of macros, see ref. [1], the SAS Clinical Standards Toolkit consists of a library of 
metadata. This library is stored on the C-drive and is called cstGlobalLibrary. It comes with a set of standards 
already registered, see Figure 11 
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Figure 11 Pre-registered standards in cstGlobalLibrary (models and terminology) 

 

Since standards and terminology evolve over time, the toolkit allows for registering new standards. Based on 
programs from the sample programs in the SAS Clinical Standards Toolkit sample library, two macros have 
been developed to enable the user to register new standards (SEND model and controlled terminology). 

 

REGISTER NEW CONTROLLED TERMINOLOGY FROM NCI/CDISC 

A new version of CDISC controlled terminology can be downloaded from NC’s (National Cancer Institute) 
website, see Figure 12. 

 
Figure 12 Download from the CDISC SEND directory on an NCI File Transfer Protocol (FTP) site 

 

The tool is using the odm.xml format. This file is stored in a predefined folder for standards administration, see 

Figure 13. 
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Figure 13 Folder hierarchy for Controlled Terminology Administration 

 

The macro register_new_version_ct_v01.sas is then executed in SAS, see Figure 14. The example here is 
registering the controlled terminology from December 2015. 

 

 
Figure 14 Sample program calling register_new_version_ct_v01.sas macro 

 

Executing the program above with the parameters as specified in Figure 14, the following will be available in 
\Standards Administration \01_Register_new_terminology\01_NCI_files\send\201512: 

 

• A results folder containing two toolkit generated datasets.  The 

read_results_send_201512.sas7bdat containing information about how the process went reading in 

the .xml file. The cterms_results_send_201512.sas7bdat containing information about how the 
process went when creating the cterms dataset. If something went wrong, the error and warning 
explanations can be found here. If everything went fine, only records of type ‘Info’ (resultsseverity=Info) 
will be present. 

• A data folder containing the xml file translated into a set of SAS datasets. These are used in the 
process when creating the cterms dataset. 

 

Executing the program above with the parameters as specified in Figure 14, the following will change in the 
cstGlobalLibrary: 

 

• A new folder in the cstGlobalLibrary will be created, see Figure 15, and a SAS dataset with the 
terminology (cterms.sas7bdat)  will be populated with controlled terminology as specified in the CTFile 
("..\StandardsAdministration\01_Register_new_terminology\01_NCI 
files\send\201512\SEND_Terminology.odm.xml") 

 

 
 

Figure 15 New folder in the cstGlobalLibrary 

 

The new controlled terminology will also be copied to the current folder since the DEFAULT_STD parameter 
was set to Y. The controlled terminology is being registered in the toolkit’s overview datasets adding a record in 

the standardsubtypes dataset, see Figure 16. 

 

 
Figure 16 Dataset listing all CTs registered in the cstGlobalLibrary 

 

The macro checks if the version specified in the odm.xml file fits with the CTDate specified in the parameter of 
the macro. Also, it checks if the terminology already exists in the cstGlobalLibrary and interacts with the user if 
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it does, see Figure 17 and Figure 18. First an error message is displayed in the log instructing the user what to 
do if the CT must be re-registered. After deleting the folder in the cstGlobalLibrary and running the macro 
again, then the macro will launch the window in Figure 18, since the controlled terminology is (still) registered in 

the standardsubtypes dataset. Typing Y will then unregister the terminology and then run the full registration 
again and re-create the deleted folder. 

 

 
Figure 17 Error message - Controlled Terminology already exists 

 

 
Figure 18 User input - unregister controlled terminology 

 

 

REGISTER A NEW DATA MODEL 

Registering a new version of the SEND model can either be a new version from CDISC or sponsor modified 
version of a CDISC released version. Making sponsor modifications to a CDISC model is allowed, if it conforms 
with the overall model principles, as described in the implementation guide. 

 

A model is described by its domains (tables) and variables in each domain (columns). In the cstGlobalLibrary, 
the model is represented in reference_tables and reference_columns dataset. (The class of domains (FINDING, 
EVENT, INTERVENTION etc.) and variables (IDENTIFIER, TIMING, etc.) are described in class_tables and 
class_columns dataset), see Figure 19. 

 

 
Figure 19 Reference tables for a model in cstGlobalLibrary 

 

To create and register a new model in the cstGlobalLibrary, input will be the tables and column specification for 
the new model (in Excel). 

 

During the development of the tools it became apparent that the metadata for the domains (tables) also needs 
to be published (SHARE download). This information describes domains: name, label, structure and keys, see 
ref. [2] (Table 3.2.1 Dataset Definition Metadata example). After some dialogue with the CDISC organization, 
some of this information is now provided for SEND.  

 

Since the macro was developed before this was in place, the macro expects two excel sheets as input: one for 
the columns and one for the tables, see Figure 20 and Figure 21. 
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Figure 20 Specification for columns (variables) 

 

 
Figure 21 Specification for tables (domains) 

 

The KEYS column has been added compared to specification published by SHARE. The specification files are 
stored in a Model Specification folder and then the macro is executed: 
 
%include "%program_path_v01()\..\init_parms.sas"; 

 

 

%register_new_send_standard_v01(STD_SPEC_NAME=send-3-0-2-0.xls, 

                                TABLE_SPEC_NAME=reference_tables_SHARE.xlsx, 

                                standardver=3.0-2.0,  

                                DESCRIPTION=Company SEND V2.0 based on CDISC SEND V3.0); 

 

The init_parms.sas contains a few parameters like the base CDISC SEND standard (v. 3.0). 

 

Executing the program with the parameters as specified above, the following will change in the 
cstGlobalLibrary: 

 

• A new folder in the cstGlobalLibrary will be created (named cdisc-send-3.0-2.0-1.7) and populated with 
model metadata based on the specification file ..\Standards 
Administration\02_Register_new_SEND_model\Model Specification\send-3-0-2-0.xls. 

 

• A new record in the standards.sas7bdat dataset is added, see Figure 22  which then makes it 
registered in the cstGlobalLibrary. 
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Figure 22 New record in standards.sas7bdat 
 

As for the controlled terminology, checks have also been built into the macro 
%register_new_send_standard_v01. If the standard is already registered, an ERROR message is displayed in 
the log instructing the user. If the user deletes the standards folder in the cstGlobalLibrary and runs the macro 
again, a UI appears allowing the user to decide to re-register (un-register) the standard. The standard is then 
un-registered and the standard is being generated again and re-registered. 

 

A standard can also be unregistered separately, using the unregister_standard_v01.sas macro. This macro is 
based on the un-register-standard.sas macro in the CST sample library. 

CONCLUSION 
The macros described have been developed to fit customer needs and business process. However, 
improvements could be considered: 

 

• The VLMD provided in the excel-sheet (Figure 8) could be created automatically, e.g. adding sponsor-
defined codes to the code list 
 

• The model specification (Figure 20 and Figure 21) could be extended to include more columns 
providing VLMD on a master model level 

 

• The define.xml comparison report could be based on the source metadata datasets and not the xml-
like datasets. The source metadata datasets are typically more familiar to the user due to the structure 
of the VLMD input file. 

 

• The UI used is based on the %WINDOWS and %DISPLAY commands in SAS. To make the interface 
more up to date a web-based interface could be developed using SAS stored processes. Using this 
approach would also free the user from executing the SAS macros. 

 

When using SAS and being familiar with programing, the SAS Clinical Standards Toolkit provides a flexible and 
efficient way of managing the SEND (SDTM) model, controlled terminology and generating define.xml. The 
toolkit provides additional features like dataset.xml and ADaM, see ref. [1].  
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